# Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of Sciences (BSc/LLB) single major 5 Years

| Year 1 | Legal Method LAWS103 | Legal Systems & Societies LAWS106 | Constitutional Law LAWS107 | 100 Level Science Paper | 100 Level Science Paper | 100 Level Science Major | 100 Level Science Major | Year 2 | Jurisprudence LAWS203 | Contracts LAWS204 | Administrative Law LAWS206 | Torts LAWS207 | 100 Level Science Paper | 100 Level Science Paper or Elective | 200 Level Science Paper or Elective | Year 3 | Crimes LAWS301 | Corporate Entities LAWS305 | Commercial Transactions LAWS426 | Dispute Resolution LAWS306 | Land Law LAWS307 | Equity & Succession LAWS308 | 200 Level Science Paper | Year 4 | 400 Level Paper | 400 Level Paper | 400 Level Paper | 400 Level Elective | 200 Level Science Major | 200 Level Science Major | Year 5 | 400 Level Paper | 400 Level Elective | 200 Level Science Major | 200 Level Science Major | 300 Level Science Major | 300 Level Science Major |

The BSc/LLB requires 34 papers to complete. This template is intended as a model only. The order in which papers are taken can be adapted to suit students’ individual requirements.

All 100, 200 and 300 Level compulsory law papers are worth 20 points.

Students who wish to enroll in both LAWS305 and LAWS426 may count LAWS426 as one of the optional law 4 papers.

To satisfy Council of Legal education requirements, students wishing to proceed to the Institute of Professional Legal Studies Programme and admission as a Barrister and Solicitor, must complete a level 4 paper in Legal Ethics (10 points).

It is expected that students will take three different science subjects at level 1.

Students must enroll in at least one paper for each of the component degrees each year, unless the requirements of one component degree have already been completed.

Your programme will be approved by Te Piringa - Faculty of law.

Please also check your Science programme with the Faculty of Science & Engineering or the Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences.